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What is Star-Hacks? 
Star-Hacks is a civic hackathon primarily aimed at high school students. More than 100 of the most 

innovative high school students will gather to use computer science and technology to create novel 

products and solutions to address today’s challenges. Star-Hacks offers attendees an inclusive, diverse 

environment to share unique ideas and help bring them to life. Last year, we had two hackathons held in 

USA - San Jose, CA & Westford, MA, and each we hosted over a hundred students with the support of 

over thirty sponsors. In Bangalore, we hope to reach out to diverse set of students. All proceeds from 

event  will be donated to Sparsha Trust , a nonprofit organization based out of Karnataka, that raises 

money towards child welfare, where young kids are supported to discover their potential and given 

opportunities for comprehensive development. Proceeds will specifically be utilized for university 

education of qualified students from Sparsha Trust 

 

Event Sponsorship 
Netscout systems is the main event sponsor. NETSCOUT Systems, Inc. is a provider of application and 

network performance management products. Headquartered in Westford, Massachusetts, and having 

Engineering Operations in Bangalore 

 

How can we contribute? 
 We look forward for your esteemed participation. You can have your kids register for the event. 

1) You can donate money directly to Sparsha for sponsoring student(s). You can do so on 

https://www.sparsha.org/ and mention NetScout Hackathon in the comments 

2) You can provide Prizes to winners (Cash or Kind) 

3) You can provide contribution towards Food / Snacks 

4) Give out company swags to students/participants. 

5) Send speakers, mentors, volunteers and judges to the event. 
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All sponsors would be mentioned/highlighted in our event’s marketing document and social media profiles. 
 
 

For more information on sponsorships, questions, or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact 
us @ bangalore.starhacks@gmail.com. All sponsorships are negotiable and can be discussed in 
more detail. 
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